Abstract

Nowadays controllers are one of main topic in engineering and researchers are to seek the produce simpler controller, so Body Gesture can be a good choice and it is one of popular way. This paper narrates the all proceeding of designing a system for control of a servo motor angle control using by body gesture of user. Hardware structure was wholly designed and implemented for this aim. Hardware structure was designed by an interface circuit that is based on microcontroller Atmega8 for analyze the data and generate command also circumambient architecture for control movement of different angle of the servo motor. For operate the servo motor were used Kinect. Kinect is used for receive information from user and provide communication between user and computer then send information of angle of servo motor to microcontroller. For suitable interaction for controlling servo motor by user, was created Graphic User Interface in visual C#. The main objective of this paper was to servo motor controlled by users without any background. No training is needed to user for controlling servo motor like traditional controller.
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